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SpoƟfy's ValuaƟon Skyrockets as
Investor's Smell the 'Next Neƞlix'
by Dawn Chmielewski
Spotify’s valuation continues to
rise in private trades, a signal of
strong demand for a stake in the
world’s largest streaming music
company ahead of it going public.
The Swedish company’s reported $16 billion valuation has
risen $3 billion since May, when
private trades pegged its value at
around $13 billion. Industry insiders and bankers say Spotify’s appreciating value in these private
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fy’s $3.4 billion in revenue would
yield a value of over $30 billion -nearly double its current estimated
market value.
But bankers and industry observers say it’s difficult to value a
company -- especially one like
Spotify, which has seen its losses
deepen even as it gains subscribers.
Spotify reports 140 million regular users around the world, 60
million of whom pay monthly subscriptions. But the combination of
royalties, distribution costs, salaries and other business expenses
dragged the company into the red
in 2016, according to public filings.
"It is in many ways a success
story," said technology analyst Jan
Dawson of Jackdaw Research.
"But the reality is streaming is
challenging for the distributor."
Spotify is planning to make its
shares public via a direct listing,

Spotify declined comment.

